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Introduction
New digital technologies and networks offer novel
opportunities to communicate with others. They also
change the transfer of knowledge between domains.
This is true of craft as much as it is of other fields. For
example, Mike Press writes that the ‘research turn’ in art
and design has led to new relationships and values for
craft as knowledge, beyond the world of craft itself,
and that digital technology is playing a crucial role in
this (Press, 2007, p. 255).

During a three and a half week artist residency in
India in 2010, I worked on making a film, Entry, that
when screened back to participants on the day of my
departure, produced a range of responses from those
who were filmed, and those of us visiting from the UK.
These responses precipitated the question underlying
this paper: is craft, with its relationship to bodily
intelligence as well as its recent performative turn, in
danger of being diminished as much as built up, if cut
free from local intelligence and narratives? Perhaps it is
important to say at this point, that while I was in
Ahmedabad as part of a group of makers and am a
(film)maker, this question reflects too certain
anthropological ways of thinking. 

During that first screening of Entry there was more
interest from the Indian participants in the rushes than
in the finished film. An unexpected misunderstanding
occurred about what would become of this material.
One of the people who had taken part in the film had
asked me to put all the rushes onto a DVD for him, but
the rendering did not complete in time and I only had
dvds of the finished film, promising the other material
would arrive soon after. For Cj O’Neill and myself, who
had been working together closely during the residency
(O’Neill and Ravetz, 2013), the argument that ensued
between this man and Daya2, a close associate of ours,
confirmed the tension we felt between the objects and
their afterlife, and a concern for our research
relationships. As makers, we expected and were
expected by our sponsers1, to produce objects that we
would remove from the site of their production – and
because of digital technology, I had, in three and a half
short weeks, an object I could remove and recirculate
without difficulty. Yet did this accord with craft
principles concerning sensitivity to place and the social
as well as material care we asked ourselves. Reflection
on the role of digital technology in all of this brought to
light some of my own hidden assumptions about the
categories of craft and place and the ethos of care I
unconsciously used to join them.
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Abstract

New digital technologies and networks offer an unrivalled
opportunity to communicate with others. But these same
technologies also allow for ‘the transfer of this knowledge out of the
domain in which it is generated’ (Leach, 2012, p.255). Does the
digital increase ethical and social implications for craft of this
transfer of knowledge, particularly given craft’s long history of
bodily intelligence, which traditionally makes it resistant to
abstraction and transfer? Or does the digital rather reframe existing
assumptions about craft, and its relationships to people and places? 
This question arises from a project that in apparently transferring
knowledge from a ‘real’ domain to a ‘virtual’ one via a digital film
and digital platforms, produced different responses from the
communities involved – those who were filmed and the artists. 
‘Entry’ was made during a three and a half week research residency
in Dhal ni Pol, one of 600 pols located in the old city of Ahmedabad.
It depicted a playful community-focused response to a small
‘theatrical’ doorway set up by the artists in a public space,
decorated by the participants with ceramic flowers. In the finished
film we witness the everyday aesthetics of this part of
Ahmedebad’s old city: a mother gently oiling the hair of the child, a
group of children spontaneously breaking into a garba and a
trademark cycle decorated with garlands. 
Once uploaded to digital platforms and sent around the world, the
film effectively abstracted knowledge – including everyday craft
knowledge – from the relationships in which these aesthetics were
normally embedded. While this represents a good fit with the (Euro-
American) idea of knowledge as something whose efficacy increases
in direct proportion to its independence from local context, it cuts
across alternative understandings of knowledge as something that
requires specific conditions to be efficacious (Leach, 2012). 
As well as raising questions about the abstracting effect of digital
technologies on craft as bodily intelligence, this paper charts the
development of ethical considerations, from the outset of the
project, to its completion.
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Dhal ni Pol
The film Entry was made in Dhal ni Pol, one of 600 pols
located in the old city of Ahmedabad. 

Pols are high density neighbourhoods that were
once homogeneous communities associated with
different castes, although today they are increasingly
heterogeneous. Historically pols had one main street
with lanes branching off either side, and walls and
gates barred at night. Today, the narrow streets, the
out‐dated services and the dilapidated state of many
buildings are contributing to out-migration from the
east to the west side of the city (modern Ahmedabad)
which boasts newer dwellings and infrastructure.
During the residency with Cj O’Neill, Steve Dixon,
LOkesh Ghai and Palak Chitaliya, we made
relationships with our Dhal ni Pol neighbours. The
project was part of the Ahmedabad International Arts
Festival and received coverage via several English and
Gujarati articles in local and national papers. In other
words, it was already highly mediated. 

My own part of the residency culminated in a
playful, improvised meeting between my presence
with a camera and the residents’ daily making activities,
with making thought of as an everyday cultural
creativity highlighting social relationships. A camera
set at a fixed point from a doorway that was built for
the purpose, placed in a square used by the moped
mechanic Daya, provided the catalyst for these playful
encounters. Notices were put on blackboards around
the pol inviting people to come and interact around
the door and be part of the film. Information in
Gujarati was provided on sheets handed out to
residents and passersby on the day. The video camera
recorded people’s interactions with each other, with us
and with the door. Cj took still shots, providing a visual
invitation to people to pose and be photographed.
One week after filming the result was shown to a large
crowd of residents in the same space where it had
been recorded. On my return to the UK, I wrote an
account of that night: 

The Last Night
As I stand up from where I have been crouching by the
projector box, Aadi appears unexpectedly at my
shoulder.

‘Where are they?’ he demands. ‘Everything you film, I
told you! Everything!’ 

‘You mean the dvds?’ I say, ‘here, they are here’. 
I bend down, pulling out of my camera bag the small

pile of discs onto which I have burnt the film. 
‘I couldn’t get all the rushes to fit onto one dvd so

this is just the edited film I showed tonight and …’ 
I trail off; Aadi's face is a few inches from mine. He is

shouting at me in Gujarati. I do not understand, but I
think he is saying that I have come and found
something precious and like others before me, I am
only interested in taking it away. 

As I take a step back, Dayabhai materialises from
nowhere, grabs Aadi by his shirt and starts
remonstrating with him, his voice rising to a shrill

scream. For a moment, I have a sudden impulse to pick
up the bag containing all my equipment and tapes and
shove it into Aadi's hands saying ‘fine! Have it, have it
all!’ But glancing in the direction of the women on the
otla, and glimpsing Steve, Cj and Palak, breaks this
momentary fantasy and I know that whatever I am
feeling, I must feign ignorance, publicly erase what I
have just seen by turning away. 

I return to packing up the equipment and when I
glance up again the men have let go of one another.
Aadi has retreated to the edge of the chok. He stands
there next to a small group of children who sit silently
on mopeds, all of them staring at me.

Gathering up the last of my bags I prepare myself to
say goodbye to Daya and his family. But as I do, I see
that the women who have been sitting on the otla are
now moving towards me in unison, flowing, almost
rolling like a human tide. 

These are people I have smiled at and greeted
politely as I’ve walked past them during my time in the
Pol, who I have danced alongside on several nights,
but who I do not know, other than to say thank you
when they offered me water and tea after dancing
gerba each night. They encircle me now, taking my
hands, apologising in English, which they haven’t used
with me before, and which I didn’t know they could
speak when I sat with them in the hot night. 

‘We are sorry, so very, very sorry,’ they say. ‘No, no, its
me who should be sorry. I’m so sorry! I will send the
dvds, I really will’.

‘Where do you live?’ One woman asks me? ‘I have a
school. Please come there and film. When are you
leaving? Please come to my school and my house’. 

Cj, Steve, Palak and Palak’s husband are here beside
me now and we begin to walk out of the chok, to go
back to the house. As we approach Aadi, I look him in
the eyes and he raises his hand, ‘Bye, Amanda’. I take a
few steps closer and we look at each other for another
moment or so, and then he stretches out his hand and
I stretch out mine and we shake and say goodbye.

Appropriation
The material was quickly supplied via the post, but this
moment of high tension revealed how at the point of
leaving, I was seen to be appropriating something that
up until then there had been no obvious dispute
about. When I returned a year on to see how the
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project was now viewed, and to speak further to Aadi, I
found he was away. But Daya told me that Aadi had
only been angry because he assumed I was going to
sell the film and make a huge amount of money. I
confirmed that I had made no money from the film,
but I also made it clear that seen as knowledge, the film
had most likely enhanced my academic career.

In fact, it appeared from what Daya said, that overall
the project had engendered feelings of unity. A
questionnaire carried out a few weeks later by Palak and
administered to 20 people confirmed this. The following
opinions were not untypical and were given in answer
to questions about the effect, if any, of the project, as
well as the motivations behind people’s willingness to
take part in something initiated by outsiders:

There was a great change in the unity of the people.
And my good values were also seen on screen.

According to India’s culture we help people. We don’t
categorize them into familiar and unfamiliar people.

I am a teacher who is soon going to retire. After
retirement I wanted to teach some things to the
people of this pol and I am amused that what I
wanted to do was done by a foreigner.

Abstraction, Knowledge and the Digital
But whatever the opinions about the project one year
on, uploaded to digital platforms, the film removed
everyday concrete experiences from the relationships
in which they were embedded. This abstraction
represents a good fit with the idea of knowledge as
something whose efficacy increases in direct
proportion to its independence from local contexts.
Yet, at the same time, while we could argue that
abstraction is increased by digital technologies, it is
also important to recognise that abstraction in the
mediation of social relations is far from new.
Anthropologist Keith Hart, cited in Miller and Horst’s
book Digital Anthropology, points out that money
accomplished something very similar. ‘Exchange
became more distant from face-to-face transaction. It
focused on equivalence, calculation and the
quantitative as, opposed to human and social
consequence.’ (Hart, 2000, pp. 280-287, in Miller &
Horst, 2012). Hart saw the potential for liberation in
this and suggested reuniting money with social
relations through grassroots schemes such as LETS.
Miller and Horst, on the other hand, emphasize the
extent to which social relations continue and can even
be enhanced, by these abstractions (Ibid.). 

The screening and the follow up visit certainly
provided learning points for future projects that
included the goal of better communication in any
future research. But it was the ethos of craft and place,
rather than the ethics of the project per se, that left me
wondering. I had, after all, faced similar dilemmas
before about what it means to abstract experience. This
is the bread and butter of anthropology and something

the anthropologist thinks about much of the time,
though perhaps doesn’t ever completely solve. The
speed of production allowed by the laptop and the
digital camera, and the projector we hired, and later,
the platform where the film resides, led me to question
my own assumptions about the digital as a potentially
alienating phenomenon, and about the danger of this
craft as a set of material practices tied to real places
through particular relations, bodies and materials. 

Craft and Place
Augé suggests that place is an invention, but one
which nevertheless convinces us. What he calls
‘anthropological place’ rests on a shared belief in the
centrality to places of identity, relations and history.
But he suggests this has been changed by
supermodernity, and as part of this, by new media.
Supermodern, or as he would describe it, non-places,
no longer integrate earlier places, instead these are
listed, classified, promoted to the status of ‘places of
memory’ (1995, p.78). Non-place does not allow for an
experience of society precisely located in time and
space, but only for an experience of the solitary
individuality combined with non-human mediation. 

Craft, by many accounts, once evoked a similar set of
relationships to those of Augé’s anthropological place.
Craft of the kind described by Sennett (2008), Pye
(1995) and Dormer (1997), is involved in relations with
materials and others; it has deep history and operates
through heterogeneous identities. Digital craft objects,
despite their materiality, could be argued to be going
in the direction of non-places. Disrupting the
connection of things to precisely located times and
places through their removal from those kinds of
environmentally rooted relations, silently witnessing,
but not synthesising, past and present, and not
integrating with anything. 

So despite abstraction being an historical fact of
human life, is it possible to say that craft is indeed in
danger of being diminished as much as built up if cut
free from local intelligence and narratives? The
question is a perplexing one. As could be argued with
place, craft is perhaps also an invention, if what we
mean by it – what I was imagining about it before
doing this research – was something that resisted
alienation and abstraction. The residency revealed that
digital technology cuts both ways – it allowed me to
work closely with others such as Palak who translated
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the speech on the film and emailed it to me. It enabled
me to edit and render the film, and get immediate
reactions from those within it. And I managed to give
people copies of the film the night I left and to
communicate with them afterwards via email and
skype, all of which brought us into closer contact and
allowed this to be maintained. Later, I sent a flip
camera, at Daya’s request, so that he and his close
neighbours could film their rituals. Using the camera in
association with a laptop owned by his nephew. But
none of this was problem free. While the
misunderstanding could not be attributed only to the
abstracting tendencies of the digital (human life has
always been highly mediated), the digital, I reflected,
did change our encounters with our hosts, both
shrinking distance (the film had been made and
delivered in one place in a short amount of time), and
increasing the speed of possible abstraction and
extraction. The speed meant that our relationships
with people were intense but not in-depth; there were
difficulties with the flip camera that were hard to
resolve from the UK, and there was of course, as
described above, the misunderstanding around what
was and was not possible in handing over the material
in the time available. 

Conclusion
It could be argued that what is changed by digital
technology are not the core (anthropological) issues of
a here and an elsewhere, or of whether or not
knowledge is appropriated from one context and
placed in another, but of how that opening and closing
of social space, how the regulation of proximity and
distance between people and lifeworlds is
reconfigured, and the effects this has. 

In the making of Entry, what seemed most
remarkable was not so much that the technologies
abstracted knowledge (writing a book about fieldwork
experiences or craft objects does the same thing.
Indeed, firing a pot could be seen as a form of
abstraction of place relationships), but how these
abstracting actions of the digital were both potential
vehicles of misunderstanding, and channels that could,
as Miller and Horsch suggest, be resolutely resocialised
(2012). The distance between me and people I filmed
continued to be negotiated in ways that felt relatively
familiar; with both sides regulating the relationship in
ways that felt necessary to them. But the abstraction
that was in a sense digitally augmented did have some

consequences. Going back to the example of money
and using this as an analogy, we can say that money
transfers made possible by digital technologies that
migrants use to send money home, do not mean
migrant workers are not being oppressed and taken
advantage of. Similarly, the participation allowed by
digital technologies in production processes does not,
in and of itself, alleviate inequalities or substitute true
collaboration for exploitation. 

Nevertheless, by staging Entry as an encounter, I
wanted to show something of the improvised quality
of the relationship between myself and people in Dhal
ni Pol and to do so in a way that recognized that this
encounter was framed not only materially by a door
but also by a framing mode of production. The
abstraction of difference into ones and zeros can be
thought about in many ways. What I am suggesting
here is that we use it to revisit our assumptions about
place and craft. These are less facts, than invented
categories that mark particular claims to knowledge.
This is not to criticize invention (it is what human
beings do) but it is to suggest that the digital not only
offers opportunities for novelty, but allows us to review
and revisit things we thought we knew.
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